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Power Sources

The trailer power can be provided by plugging it into a power outlet (AC, “Shore” power) or

from its own battery (DC power). When plugged into AC power, AC power is available at 

the two outlets in the trailer and the converter charges the battery. The converter also 

provides DC power for the lights, fan, etc. Battery capacity is limited, so battery power 

should be used sparingly.  When operating on battery power alone, a limited amount of AC

power is available from the inverter at the light colored outlet. 

Converter and Fuses

The WF-8735 converter is the large box on the panel below the sofa. It supplies DC power

and charges the battery when AC power is connected. It also contains circuit breakers for 

AC power and some of the fuses for DC (battery) power.

The AC circuit breakers, from top to bottom, are:

Main (30A)

Converter AC input (20A)

Refrigerator and driver side outlets (20A)

Passenger side outlet (20A)

Spare

Spare

The DC fuses from top to bottom are:

Fan, lights, USB ports, DC (round) power port (15A)

CO/LP sensor (15A)

Water pump (7.5A)

Furnace (15A)

Spare

Main DC (20A)

Converter Output (40A)



Other DC fuses

At battery:

Breakaway switch (20A)

Battery switch and DC-DC charger (30A)

Powerpole ports (2 X 30A)

Electrical Compartment:

DC meter (1A)

Refrigerator DC (20A)

Solar Charger (15A)

On panel:

Inverter input (20A)

Near USB ports:

USB port inputs (2 X 3A)

Battery

The trailer battery is rated 75 Ah, or about 900 Watt-hours. It should normally be 

discharged only about 600 Watt-hours. The battery should not be used before recharging 

if the voltage drops below 11.5 Volts, as indicated by the meter. 

The battery may be charged from the car, when it is running and connected, or from AC 

power. The trailer will not discharge the car battery when the ignition is off. When the 

engine is running, the charging current is limited to 10 A, so it may take 8-10 hours of 

driving to fully charge the battery. The car will charge the battery even if the battery switch 

is off. 

When the trailer is connected to AC power, the battery is charged only when the battery 

switch is on. However, power will be supplied to all DC accessories (lights, fan, etc.) even 

when the battery switch is off

The battery can also be charged by the solar panel. The Battery switch and Solar Charger 

switch must be on. The solar panel is connected to the SAE connector at the front driver 

side of the trailer. In bright sun, the solar panel will produce about 80 W. The direction of 

the panel is not too critical, but the should be adjusted at least 4 times during the day. 

Use only one charging source at a time. For example, do not use the solar panel when 

plugged into AC power.



The VictronConnect app allows monitoring and controlling the solar charger via bluetooth.

An external battery may be charged from the solar panel by connecting it to the upper 

jack, labeled “Solar Charger” in the rear compartment on the passenger side. In this case, 

the Solar Charger switch should be OFF, so that all the solar panel power goes to the 

external battery.

DC Power Points

The round power socket in the rear on the driver’s side may be used for small 

accessories, not exceeding 10 A.

The two Red/Black PowerPole connectors may be used for loads of up to 30 A. These are 

connected directly to the battery, bypassing Battery switch and the current meter. Power is

present at all times. Neither the current nor the Watt-hours consumed at these ports will 

register on the meter.

A third Red/Black PowerPole connector is located inside the rear compartment on the 

passenger side. It is the lower of the pair, labeled “Load”. It may be used for loads of up to 

30A. Power is present at all times, but current and Watt-hours WILL register on the meter. 

The upper pair at this port is used ONLY for charging an external battery from the solar 

panel.

Battery Switch 

The red battery switch must be turned on to use the battery to power anything except the 

(red/black) Powerpole connectors. It should always be on when the trailer is occupied, so 

the CO/LP detector is on. It must also be on to charge the battery from  AC power or the 

solar panel. It does not have to be on to charge the battery while driving. It should 

otherwise be turned off to avoid unnecessarily discharging the battery. (The solar charger 

and CO/LP sensor consume a small amount of power whenever the battery switch is on, 

even if all other accessories are off.)

AC Power Connection

When AC power (120 Volts AC, “Shore Power”) is available the power cord can be 

connected. The power cord has a standard 30 A RV plug (NEMA TT-30P), which can be 

plugged into the outlet directly when that type is available. (See figure below.) If only a 

standard 15 or 20 A outlet is available, the “dogbone” adapter may be used. That adapter 

can also be used with a standard extension cord, if the main cord is not long enough. If 

ONLY the 30 A outlet is available, and it is necessary to use an extension cord, there is 



another adapter which can be plugged into the 30 A outlet, and the extension cord can be 

plugged into the adapter.

30 A Outlet

The power requirement of the trailer and all the built-in electrical devices is low enough 

that the standard 15 or 20 A outlet is adequate, as is a light duty extension cord (AWG 14-

16). However, if a high-power appliance like an electric heater is plugged into one of the 

trailer outlets, the main power cord should be connected directly to a 30 A outlet, using no 

adapters.

Inverter

The inverter provides 120V AC power from the battery to the light-colored outlets on the 

panel. Maximum power is 150 W. It is intended for charging laptop computers, etc. The 

inverter switch should always be turned off when the inverter is not in use. 

Meter

The panel meter indicates battery voltage, current, power, and Watt-hours used since the 

last reset. It does not show power or Watt-hours used by the red and black Powerpole 

connectors, except for the one inside the rear compartment. Otherwise, the Watt-hour 

indication is a conservative measure since the last reset. (Some charging may not 

register.) 

The meter will flash if the battery voltage is too low and charging is required. 

The current meter reads zero when the battery is charging. (I.e., when the current from the

charger is greater than the load current.)



The meter should be reset whenever the battery is fully charged. To reset, use a pen to 

press and hold the meter button until CLR appears, then release and press briefly. (Initially

hold at least 5 seconds.) Just pressing the button briefly will toggle the backlight on and 

off.

The test points may be connected to an external meter to measure battery current. This 

allows measurement of charging current. A negative reading indicates charging. (Positive 

meter probe to red.) 1 mV corresponds to 1.33 A. This measurement does not include 

current to the red and black Powerpole connectors, except for the one inside the rear 

compartment.

USB Ports

The two dual USB ports can each provide 4.8 A. They are controlled by a panel switch, 

and should be turned off when not in use. 

Refrigerator 

The refrigerator can run on 120 V AC power, DC power from the car, or propane. In cannot

be powered by the trailer battery (as currently wired). It will be powered from the car only 

when the engine is running or the key is in the accessory position. (The refrigerator DC 

power switch must also be turned on.) The battery switch does not have to be on. When 

the trailer is connected and the refrigerator DC power switch is on, do not leave the car 

key in the accessory position without the engine running, as this will very quickly discharge

the car battery. 

The refrigerator controls are behind the lower grill on the driver’s side. Use only one power

source at a time. See the refrigerator manual for further information.

When running on 120 V AC power, the refrigerator temperature can be adjusted with the 

knob above the AC power switch. When it is running on DC power from the car, the 

temperature can be adjusted with a small screwdriver at the DC temperature control near 

the power switches. 

There is also an temperatre adjustment for operation on LP gas. See refrigerator manual.



Rearview Camera

The rearview camera receives power only when the car is connected and the ignition is 

on. The battery switch does not need to be on. It can’t discharge the trailer battery. The 

monitor in the car must be plugged in and turned on.


